GRAND HOTEL WIEN
The legendary Grand Hotel Wien on Vienna’s elegant Ringstrasse has been counted among
the most luxurious hotels in the whole of Europe ever since it opened in 1870. Since then
it has become a place of pilgrimage for the nobility, for the elite, for politicians, and for
artists from all over the world. In 1894, Johann Strauss the Younger celebrated his 50th
anniversary as a performer in the Ballroom of the Grand Hotel Wien.
The Grand Hotel Wien combines Viennese charm and timeless elegance with the ultimate
in service and the finest of cuisine. The location in the heart of Vienna is unique, directly
on the Ringstrasse and only a few steps from the State Opera House and the most elegant
shopping mile in the city, the Kaerntner Strasse.
The Grand Hotel Wien has 205 luxurious rooms and suites in a total of seven categories,
guaranteeing the finest in comfort and a genuine warmth and hospitality, in dignified
surroundings combined with the very latest in modern technical facilities. Here, the wishes
of every guest can be fulfilled.
In matters of cuisine, the Grand Hotel Wien is exceptional. One of the leading Japanese
restaurants in Austria, the “UNKAI”, honoured with one toque and 14 points by Gault
Millau, offers traditional Japanese food. On the ground floor of the Grand Hotel, at the
“UNKAI Bar & Sushi”, excellent sushi creations await the guest in an easy, relaxed
atmosphere, and in summer with its own terrace. The lobby bar “Rosengarten” with its
outdoor terrace “Schanigarten” offers great Viennese and international dishes. Grand
Catering by Grand Hotel Wien also allows the wide range of culinary excellence to be
enjoyed outside the hotel. With the entire repertoire on offer, including service and
accoutrements for up to 1000 persons, the highly professional team treats clients to an
unforgettable experience.
An oasis of wellness in the midst of the city awaits the guest in the Grand Spa N° 605 on
the sixth floor of the Grand Hotel Wien. The SPA N° 605 offers sauna, Turkish bath, a
separate ladies sauna, an elegant relaxation area, a cardio section with the very latest in
training facilities, and one of the most extensive cosmetic and massage services on offer
in Vienna.

Twelve events areas with excellent resources and the most modern facilities, natural light,
and the best in all-round service care, make the Grand Hotel Wien something special. The
highlight is one of the largest and most beautiful hotel ballrooms in Vienna, which lends
every event a truly glamorous setting, ideally suited for the most widely differing events,
from corporate celebrations to marriages, as well as, of course, for balls.

